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ASSEMBLY MONDAY TO OPEN STUDENT LIBRARY RIND CAMPAIGN
Library Drive To Be
Held March 4-8, Seeks
100% Student Donation
All attempt is being mad to get
IOW"( student participat•  in the
library fund drive which will open
Monday noon, March 4, and end
Friday noon, March 8. All stu-
dents of the Unisersity will be
gisen the opportunity to contribute
according to their means. They will
all be reached by the workers of
the organization committee.
The goal of the campaign is $18,000.
This sum was recommended by a stu-
dent committee headed by Harold Ger-
rish and accepted by the Advisory
Council composed of sixty-three stu-
dents representing all the fraternities,
sororities, dormitories, and off-campus
groups. The Council also accepted
the method of payment recommended
by the committee. Contributions will
be pledged and the amount subscribed
is to be put on the students' term bills.
Payment will be spread over two se-
'nesters. Seniors, however, will be
limited to one term bill.
Finance Maine Room
The objective of the student cam-
paign is the construction of the Uni-
versity of Maine Room in the new
library. This decision, like all the
others involving the student drive.
was made by the students in the Ad-
visory Council and on the Executive
Committee. This campaign is being
sponsored by the students, at their
own initiative. When it was decided
that adequate library facilities made
HAUCK TO BROADCAST
President Arthur A. Hauck
will make his first appearance on
the Sunday night University of
Maine program in an interview.
The program will be broadcast
from 7:30 to 8:00 over station
WLBZ.
necessary a ness library, the Advisory
Council favored student participation
in the drive for funds. Several com-
mittees were formed to prepare for
the campaign.
The original committee was formed
to investigate the possibilities for stu-
dent participation. This was the exec-
utive committee and consisted of
Charles A. Peirce, Donald Smith,
Marjorie Deering, Leon Breton, Alice
Donovan. Harold Gerrish, Elizabeth
Libbey. William Treat, James Harris,
Edward Barrows, Robert French,
Margaret Phillips, and Richard Mar-
tinez.
The Organization Committee is one
of the committees formed for getting
the student campaign under way. It
is in charge of contacting the students.
Its members are: Donald Smith, Mar-
jorie Deering, Norman Whitney, Le-
011 Breton. Malcolm Roberts, Richard
Morton, Stanley Holland. Walter
Ilanley. John Maines, Edwin Young,
Richard Martinez, Joseph Harring-
ton, Robert Goodwin, William Bower,
(Contained ow Page Fore)
Booth '41, Hero
In Sea Rescue
William R. Booth, a junior in the
College of Agriculture, was the central
figure in a successful rescue of a high
school boy from drowning in the bay
off Eastport last Friday.
Booth, on a tour of Machias, Calais,
and Eastport, with the University
Glee Club was walking along the shore
late Friday afternoon when he ob-
served a young man loading scrap iron
on a boat floating about under the
wharves. The boat sank quickly un-
der the excessive weight of the load
and its occupant had no chance to
cling to the boat.
The boy was not a sufficiently good
swimmer to make the shore against
a strong current and sank almost im-
mediately. Booth leaped from the
pier and, following the directions of
a companion on shore, located the boy.
After retrieving the boy, Booth ap-
plied artificial respiration for almost
a quarter of an hour when the Coast
Guard arrived and completed the re-
suscitation.
• 
'Clam Digger'
LI I
FRED PATTERSON
Mayor Patterson
'39 To Speak
Former mayor of the cam-
pus of the University of Maine,
Ca-tine clam digger. "I-hate-
liquor- Fred Patterson. will be
on campus !Holiday, March 4,
to address the student body in
the assembly to be held that
morning.
This prominent alumnus of
the class of '39 who has
amazed, held, and dumbfound-
ed many audiences here and
elsewhere by the breadth of
his erudition, the height of his
eloquence, and the depth of
his wisdom will orate in his
salty style, and will no doubt
give his opinion on eserything
from ladies' hats to the third
term issue.
College of Agriculture
Given $100 Loan Fund
For the third successive year, the
University of Maine College of Agri-
culture was awarded the use of a V®
loan fund by the American Agricul-
turist, a farm paper of the northeast.
This fund which was allotted to the
University accrues from the profits
made by this paper and comes from a
fund of which Dean Arthur L. Deer-
ing is one of the directors.
The meeting at which this fund was
allotted to the school was held at
(Utica, New York, and was attended
by the Dean who also administers the
fund here. Any inquiries about this
fund may be made of the Dean at his
office in Winslow Hall,
Slated For Conversion
The present library is to be converted into a student union when it is replaced by a new building
Alumni Pledge
$51,000 Funds
For Library
Appeal To Be Made
To io,000 Alumni
A dramatic announcement brought
news to the assembled alumni, stu-
dents, faculty and friends at the 75th
Founders' Day celebration, that a
total of $51,000 has been pledged to-
ward the construction of the Univer-
sity's much needed new library build-
ing. Announced by Raymond H.
Fogler, chairman of the Special Gifts
Committee, during his speech from
Chicago, the statement confirmed in
impressive fashion the alumni deter-
mination to dedicate the University to
the future.
Already, after months of careful
preparation, the field organization of
the alumni committees charged with
the responsibility of the fund-raising
campaign throughout the country is
taking shape. Nearly completed, the
plan calls for distribution of respon-
sibility through geographical areas
corresponding in most cases with local
alumni association groups, each area
will be in the hands of local alumni
for solicitation. The approximate date
of April 1 has been set by the general
committee under the chairmanship of
Norman II. "Spike" Mayo, '09, of
Portland, as the opening date of the
general campaign. The preliminary
gifts now totalling $1,000 are contri-
butions obtained through the efforts
of the Special Gifts Committee headed
by Mr. Frazier. Contact with the
nearly 10,000 individual alumni will
raise the amount toward the estab-
ished goal of $250,000. The active
participation of every individual, alum-
ni, faculty, students, and friends, is
counted on to bring the campaign to
the required goal.
iggs Will Jigg, Maggie Nag
At Penny Carnival Jamboree
Penny Carnival, W.A.A.'s costume
feature stag dance will be held Satur-
day, March 2, at 8 o'clock at Alumni
Gymnasium.
Prizes will be awarded for the best
costumes copied from the comic strips.
We hope to see our favorite "funny"
friends, such as Tillie and Mac and
Polly and Pa. Even Toots and Cas-
per, that old married couple, will be
there with Buttercup who can stay up
late that night.
Leap Year Dances will be a special
feature of Penny Carnival. Here's
the long-awaited chance for all the
Daisy Macs on campus to chase their
1.i'l Abners! They might even catch
a Flash Gordon and a Tarzan, too.
We wonder which one of her Buddies
Boots will ask to dance.
A surprise program following the
general theme of comic capers will
he staged during intermission. Coca
Cola will be sold.
Paul Monaghan and his orchestra
will furnish the music for the cut-
outs to swing out. We het that Little
Orphan Annie and Sandy will join the
jamboree.
Even the Katzenjammer Kids are
invited to take part in the shenanigans.
If Jiggs can escape NI aggie's watch-
ful eye, he'll be there with the rest of
the boys. Snuffy Smith will get
spring fever and jive to mountain
music with Lowzie.
Remember last year's Penny Carni-
val Bughouse! Tommy Verrill won
a prize as Alice the Goon and the
girl's prize was awarded to Dora
Stacy for her Bananas costume. Even
the proverbial Bug-in-a-Rug was pres-
ept I That same spirit of fun and
frolic will prevail at this year's carni-
val.
This Carnival should be a challenge
to the ingenuity of all "youse guys
and gals." Don't forget, you fellows,
clothes make a man, and co-eds still
read comic strips.
So pick your favorite comic strip
character. Come costumed for the
part and caper with the animated car-
toons.
You C2f1 win the prize—just Re-
mender Vat Confucius Say—Any
comic character—he O.K.
Present Library To
House Student Union
In 1918 several undergraduates of
the University of Maine recognized
the need for a Student Union on its
campus. They made contributions for
its construction, and their fund exists
today. In 1932 the tremendous in-
crease in enrollment emphasized more
acutely the necessity for a Union. In
that year an alumni committee, head-
ed by R. H. Fogler, president of
Montgomery Ward and Company, rec-
ommended the establishment of a Stu-
dent Union as a requirement of the
University. It proposed such a Union
to fill a long-felt social and recrea-
tional need of the University.
The committee outlined a plan for
the Union with provisions for student
social and recreational activities. It
proposed that such a Union be estab-
lished to provide a suitable place for
the location of offices of student or-
ganizations, such as the Campus. The
Prism, Skulls, All-Maine Women, and
others. Here meetings of honorary
societies and scholastic groups, who
now have to meet in classrooms, cou:d
be held. The recommendations envis-
aged a building which would have a
reading room, a music room, lounges,
game rooms, and rooms for small
conferences and group meetings. De-
tails for the Union and the facilities
to be provided were to be worked out
by a student committee.
A Student Union is now considered
Istandard equipment for every recog-
nized college or university. In the
State of Maine two colleges. Bates
and Bowdoin, have had this facility
for a long time; and Colby is now in
the process of building two on May-
flower Hill—one for men and the
other for women. The need for a
Student Union on the campus of the
L'niversity of Maine is considered
pressing. The student body has nearly
doubled since 1918 when undergradu-
ates contributed towards a fund for
its construction. When the new libra-
ry is built, it is planned to use the
present building for a Student Union.
The realization of what was then a
fond hope is at present within the
grasp of the student body of the Uni-
versity of Maine. In making contri-
butions towards the new library, the
students are aiding in achieving a two-
fold objective: the construction of an
adequate library to replace the pres-
ent outmoded one and the establish-
ment of a much-needed Student Union,
Notables Speak Anniversary
At Convocation Makes History
Speeches from the student body,
the heads of the Maine colleges, Pres-
ident Fred Englehardt, of the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, Governor
Lewis 0. Barrows, and Edward E.
Chase, president of the Board of Trus-
tees, featured the assembly commemo-
rating the 75th anniversary of the
founding of the University of Maine,
held Sunday afternoon in the Memori-
al Gymnasium. The University band,
orchestra, chorus, and glee club also
took part, conducted by Leon Ladd
Paul Morin, and Louis Thibodeau,
respectively. The program was broad-
cast throughout the state.
The University of Yesterday and
Today was discussed by students of
the various departments of the Uni-
versity. Donald C. Smith, '40, and
Mary E. Jones, '40, represented the
College of .Agriculture; Philip A.
Hutchinson, '40, the College of Tech-
nology; Barbara Ashworth, '41, the
College of Arts and Sciences; and
Lucille Madrlocks, '40, the School of
Education. John D. Carlisle, '40,
spoke on the University of Tomorrow.
Mr. Chase spoke of the founding
o the University and pointed out that
the Morrill Act of 1862 donated pub-
lic lands of the United States for the
purpose of providing colleges for the
benefit of agriculture and the mechani-
cal arts. This act required acceptance
of the grant within two years and es-
tiblislunent of a college within five
years.
In his greetings from the State of
Maine, Governor Lewis 0. Barrows
spoke of the loyal support rendered
by the citizens of Maine through their
chosen representatives in the legisla-
ture.
President Kenneth Charles Morton
(Continued on Page Four)
History was written at the Univer-
sity on Monday with the final event
of the two-day Founders' Day Anni-
versary program celebrating the Uni-
versity's 75th birthday. Featuring
a nation-wide radio broadcast from
Memorial Gym and radio reception of
Alumnus Raymond H. Fogler's speech
from Chicago as well as a list of
prominent speakers, the program goes
down as one of the high points in
current history.
The large audience was clearly con-
scious of the dramatic moments of the
program. A breathless silence hung
over the entire Memorial Gym as the
radio station made its announcement
at 8:30 connecting Memorial Gymna-
sium with the Mutual Broadcasting
system throughout the entire country
and again when Toastmaster Fred
D. Knight, '09, of Boston, finished his
announcement of Mr. Fogler's speech.
A split second of silence was followed
by the clear, familiar voice of the
President of Montgomery Ward
bringing from Chicago the greetings
and congratulations of the alumni
everywhere.
The list of speakers on the program
in addition to Mr. Fogler's radio talk
included such prominent names as
Payson Smith, of the Harvard Gradu-
ate School, and Miss Marion Martin,
vice chairman of the National Repub-
lican Committee. Edward E. Chase,
'13, president of the Board of Trus-
tees, brought the greetings of the
Trustees, Governor Lewis 0. Bar-
rows, '16, congratulated the Univer-
sity on behalf of the State, and Presi-
dent Hauck spoke of the ideals to
which the University holds fast.
Local alumni associations met
especially for this program, listening
(Contained on Page Four)
Mayo '09, Chairman
Of Alumni Campaign
Will Be Guest Speaker
Dates Set For
Written Exams
In All Colleges
The colleges of Arts Sciences,
c-:1,1101,gy, and Agrkulture will hold
upterclass comprehensives be-
s;,ring vacation.
The College of Arts and Sciences
1:as sct the date for its tests as March
16.
! The Department of Romance Lan-
guages will give examinations on
!grammar and phonetics, covering the
1French or Spanish languages, ac-
!cording to the major. Oral examina-
tions m ill be held later.
The English Department will give
its juniors a combined English litera-
ture and composition test covering
the entire field of these subjects. Prep-
aration will include group meetings
of the students to discuss all phases
of the subjects. Seniors will take
m ritten examinations on three litera-
ture courses, and oral examinations
later.
The Department of History and
Goverinnent will give its juniors two-
hour written examinations on two of
the three basic courses: American
Government, United States History,
and European History.
The College of Technology will hold
comprehensive examinations for its
sophomores March 22, 23. These ex-
aminations will qualify students to
continue as juniors and seniors in the
advanced courses of the departments.
They will also be used as a factor in
grades. The first half-day will in-
clude examinations covering generally
trigonometry and algebra; the second
half-day will take up differential and
integral calculus; and a third half-day
will he devoted to questions on chem-
istry and physics.
In the College of Agriculture, ex-
aminations are being held by the de-
partment of Home Economics. These
will be held on dates not yet certain,
some groups meeting shortly before
the spring vacation and others in
April. The juniors have been divided
ipto groups according to vocational
sequences. The examinations will
cover essentially the basic courses
with application according to their
vocational interests.
Marine Officers
Visit Campus
Frank Collins and Richard Quigley
of the class of 1939, now second lieu-
tenants in the U. S. Marine Corps,
visited the campus last week.
They were commissioned as a result
of their work here in the R.O.T.C.
unit.
Agricultural Club Will
Hear Speakers Tonight
The regular monthly meeting of the
Agricultural Club will be held in 33
Winslow Hall tonight Prof. Gordon
M. Cairns will address the group.
Edward J. Cook, Jr., senior in the
College of Agriculture and a winner
of the Wm. H. Danforth Fellowship
Award in 1939, will tell about his ex-
periences on a trip to St. Louis, Mis-
souri, and the American Youth Foun-
dation Camp, Shelby, Michigan. Re-
freshments will follow the program.
Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby
To Speak at Vespers
Dr. Rayborn L Zerby, head of the
Department of Religion at Bates, di-
rector of Rates Christian Association,
member of Religious Resources and
of the S.C.M. of New England, will
speak at Vespers Sunday. He is very
active throughout the state in college
religious work. He has just returned
from Scotland.
Panel discussion was held today at
3:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre on
"Should the United States impose an
economic embargo on Japan?" Dean
Allen was the chairman. Dr. Marion
Bradshaw also spoke.
Norman IL (Spike) Mayo, '09,
will be the guest speaker at the
University Assembly which will be
held Monday, March 4, at 9:30,
to open the Student Library Fund
Campaign. Former Mayor Fred-
erick l'atterson, "the clam digger
of Castine," Harold (Doe) Garri•h.
and Elizabeth Kruse will be the
other speakers on the program.
William W. Treat will preside.
The University of Maine Band will
furnish the music for the program.
Since the campaign doesn't officially
begin until 12:00 on that day, there
will be no soliciting at this assembly.
Mr. Mayo, who recently resigned
after two years of service as president
of the "M" Club, is general chairman
of the Alumni Campaign for the pro-
posed Library building. In this capaci-
ty he has charge of the general drive
in the whole United States and is
giving most generously of his time and
'ability. He is well acquainted with
the affairs of the alumni, being a mem-
ber of the Alumni Council, past officer
of the Alumni Association, and past
president of both the Boston and
Rhode Island local Alumni Associa-
tions.
Spike Mayo has also done much
work in community affairs. He is
past president of Service Clubs in both
Providence, R. I., and Portland, Me.
During his undergraduate days,
Mayo was in many of the organiza-
tions as well as being a star athlete.
He received his B.S. degree in Civil
Engineering in 1909.
He is now General Manager of the
Fro Joy ice cream concern here in the
state of Maine and sections of border-
ing states. He recently resigned as
president of the New England Ice
Cream Manufacturers Association.
Green Speaks
To Civics Class
Mr. John Green, head of the train-
ing office of the Maine Unemployment
Compensation Commission in Augusta,
spoke before the Maine Government
class Tuesday, February 27, 1940.
He talked about the set-up of the un-
employment activities in Maine. "The
Maine State Employment Service is
that branch of the Unemployment
Compensation Commission that main-
tains 13 local offices in which claims
are taken and persons desiring employ-
ment may register."
Mr. Green traced the procedure of
an applicant entering the employment
office. First he is met by a reception-
ist who inquires what is desired. If
the applicant wants to file an original
claim, he is sent to the trained inter-
viewer. This primary registration is
to find out what work the applicant
can do. The supplementary registra-
tion is on a slip for each type of em-
ployment for which the applicant is
qualified.
On these registration slips there are
industrial classification codes and oc-
cupational codes. The industrial codes
tell how many persons are being re-
leased from industries in Maine. But
the occupational code is for the pur-
pose of finding people easily in the
files.
After the registration cards are
filed, the registrant must report to
the agency every thirty days, or he
is automatically put in the inactive
files.
The purpose behind the agency is
to find jobs for the unemployed and to
take their claims for benefits. The
three requirements for filing a claim
are suitability, capability, and avail-
ability.
Mr. Green stated that last year
June was the best month for place-
ment, hut August was also good. The
placement from the Bangor office in-
creased 100% for the year. Only
about one-third of those registered
with the state agencies are drawing
unemployment compensation.
The public agency prefers, of course,
that the employers call at the service
first when looking for workers. It
saves the employer's time, cuts down
his own interviewing. and prevents
(Contained on Page Four)
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and has shown a record of achieve-
ment in many different ways. It is up
to the student body of today to help
"keep up the good record." We are
a student body of almost 2,000 and I
believe that every one of us can see
:that a new library is of the utmost
 
Editor-in-Chief importance in keeping the University
Business Manager as a high-ranking institution.
We want a new library, and it
seems to me that every student should
realize that he and she must do a part
in working for it. There's no excuse
for anyone on the campus asking the
question, "Why do we need a new
library?" We have proof, not in ab-
Any evening after 7 o'clock it is
stract theory but in true statistics.
almost impossible to find a place to
sit in the present library, let alone to
find the book that one wishes to study.
It isn't hard to realize the inadequacy,
with over-crowded, inadequate read-
ing rooms which make concentrated
study extremely difficult.
Today our Library plays a more ac-
tive part on the campus than ever be-
fore. Outside reading assignments,
reference work, and research are play-
ing a more important part in educa-
tion, and will continue to do so in the
future.
University students have co-operated
before in drives for necessary build-
ings on the campus. None of the
buildings that they have supported in
past years was more worthwhile than
an adequate library. It will help not
only in our reading assignments at the
present time but it will aid in the con-
tinuance of the high standards of the
University of Maine, about which
every one of us is proud.
Sincerely,
Virginia Pease
School Ties
In England some of the "public" schools and universities with
richer traditional backgrounds have what are known as "school ties."
This expression has a double meaning. More literally is the definite-
ly patterned necktie in school colors. Figuratively speaking, a school
tie is the intimate personal relationship of the individual student to
fellow students and to the institution as a whole.
College spirit, with its multiplicity of connotations, is the Amer-
ican counterpart of English "school ties." Multiplicity of connota-
tions, we say, because the meanings vary from such extremes as
"Die for Dear Old Yale" to "Maine, College of Our Hearts Al-
ways." In recent years the general trend of college spirit has been
away from the purely emotional type and snore toward a sincere and
intellectual appreciation of the benefits derived from an advanced
education and of personal responsibilities to the the alma mater.
We believe this to be a healthy trend and hope that it continues.
Within the past few years the University of Maine has not
taxed the loyalty of its sons and daughters. It has taken into con-
sideration the difficult times of the depression years and the gene-
rosity of its students, faculty, and graduates in pre-depression years.
It has now seen fit to fulfill one of the greatest needs of its physical
plant, namely, the construction of a new library
The method of acquiring this new addition is known to all. It
is based on a "school tie" philosophy. Alumni, faculty, and students
are being asked to make contributions as evidence of their regard
for the University and of the recognition of the worthiness of the
undertaking. Based on these principles, we believe that the cam-
paign is bound to be successful.
Students, faculty, and alumni are aware of their responsibility
to the University. They take pride in watching its development
and improvement. They are especially proud in returning to the
campus of being able to point out improvements in which they have
a personal interest, an interest traceable to some sacrifice made in
the past which is now regarded with a great deal of personal satis-
faction.
In contributing to the library fund, students will build "school
ties," will derive considerable pleasure more tangible than just
fleeting memories of happy experiences of undergraduate days.
Coed:Suffrage
Have men finally become willing to accept women as their full
equal in society? Off-hand, you might think there was still some
argument—men still do the proposing. etc., and then again, to look
at the way some men on this campus treat the women makes one
think that perhaps women have finally been accepted on this status.
For instance, if you should happen to walk through the bookstore
at any time, you might notice that, while many men are seated
around the counters drinking cokes or eating mulches, many of the
supposedly weaker sex are leaning against the tables or just standing
waiting to sit.
Or again, if you were on the spot, you might observe a girl, not
too strong, her arms full of books, trying to force the door of
Stevens open against the wind, while a boy stood behind her wait-
ing. Or, you might see a boy rush through the door, while a girl
following meets the door full in the face.
A mitten could lie on the floor forever before some boys would
stoop to pick it up. As for helping a girl struggle into her coat,
especially in classes, why, it's out of the question for many boys.
Boys don't rise when male students enter the room, and neither
do they rise when female students enter the room, in many cases.
And they are too laden down with their own to help carry any girl's
books.
Perhaps most boys don't wear hats often enough to remember
to tip them when they meet members of the other sex on the street
or elsewhere.
Gone are the days of Sir Philip Sidney, when women were
considered too delicate even to wade through a mud puddle. Now
even when a girl sits in one, men can't be bothered to help her out.
Yes, it seems as though girls on this campus can say that they
have become the full social equal of men. Now today is Leap Year
Day. Women, step right up!
To the Campus Editor:
Through your columns the Commit-
tee which arranged the Alumni-Facul-
ty Founders Day dinner and program
wishes to thank the students for their
co-operation in helping to make the
event a success. The fine music of
the band and the glee club, the dra-
matic sketch of the Founding, and the
several hundred students in the hall,
all were important to the success of
the program.
Our Committee deeply appreciates
the spirit of interest and willingness
to assist which was so evident.
Sincerely yours,
George D. Bearce
CHAIRMAN
\Au& A.Aliaaaall Naha/a Alhada.alb
maRes Politicae 11 Slltv—ww-ir,vvIrw‘,vrvie . . . Town ..
By 1.11w in Ming
In the latest national poll held by
I 
the Institute of Public Opinion, there 11/ e"w W‘r W‘r V......"1"
is evidence that the American public
is decidedly swinging toward an atti-
tude of non-participation in the pres-
ent European conflict. From a slight
majority of 53% in December, 77%
of those polled in February would not
give military aid to the Allies even if
they were losing to Germany.
Reliable reports from what was once
Poland are coining through now. A
Catholic priest, escaping from the Ger-
men section of the country, gives us
an idea of the brutal treatment ac-
corded the Poles by their conquerors.
Mass killings, beatings, and persecu-
tion are daily occurences. According
to the same reports, though all private
property has been abolished in the
Russian section, the treatment of the
Poles is much better. Churches have
been closed but priests and clergymen
are unharmed.
In the midst of the dreariness of war
iii England, there has been an injection
of levity. A German broadcaster,
speaking with a perfect English ac-
cent, has been bombarding the air
with a combination of humor and prop-
aganda. Several articles have ap-
peared in British papers about him
and he has stirred up considerable
interest. It is believed that he is a
German ss ho formerly resided in Eng-
land quite a while, hence the accent.
The British have nicknamed him Lord
Haw-Haw.
The British have extended their
blockade of Germany to the Arctic.
Some authorities feel that the intent
iy to cut off shipments of iron ore
from Northern Norway. However, it
may be an attempt to prevent the Es-
kimos from selling their blubber to
the Germans.
Pan-American Airways has an-
nounced that its air liners will no
longer stop at Bermuda. Last week
a plane was stopped and its mail
searched by the British.
The god-king, Dalai Lama, is being
crowned in Tibet. Amidst ceremonies
of color and grandeur, a boy of six is
being Prownixi as the incarnate priest-
king. Tibet seems to be one of the
iew parts of the world not worried
by foreign affairs.
Tsso Englishmen got themselves in-
to trouble last week because of their
attitude toward blackouts. One, a
hank clerk, started a burglar alarm by
entering the bank to turn out the night
light. Another person got his firm
fined $2.50 because he was a con-
scientious objector and did not screen
the windows.
The city of Budapest has become the
gayest in Europe due to the war. The
Magyars have an old song, "Let the
do not think of the goal that is set horse worry. his head is bigger."
but give according to your own menas.
It is not so vital that everyone gives a
large sum, but it is vital that everyone
To the Editor:
The pertinent subject of the moment
is the new library, and everybody
should be behind the student drive for
funds.
In making your own contribution,
NOTICE
Candidates for editor-in-Air( of
gives. next year's Prism should apply ins.
Don't say that it won't do you any memately to Ii-sing Pierce at the
good, because it will. Even remotely Treasurer's DITICIN Alumni Hall.
connected friends think it will and are
acting accordingly.
Don't say that you won't give any-
thing, because everyone is able to give
something.
The success of this drive lies in
100% co-operation. So don't forget
that when the drive is over, it won't
he how much you paid that counts
but whether you paid or not.
Sincerely,
Leon Breton
An Opportunity
Next week between Monday, March 4, and Friday, March
8. every member of the student body will be contacted to make his
or her pledge for the much-needed Library building.
NVe all recognize the need of this building and now we are
fortunate in having an opportunity presented to us so that we may
do something to remedy the situation. It is up to each of us that
make up this 2,000 student body to do our part.
The committee that is representing you has set our goal at
$18,000. In order to reach this mark, we must all do what we are
able, but no matter what the suns we feel we can give—give. Some
of us might be able to give a large sum, all right, that is excellent.
On the other hand some of us may be able to give only a small
amount—that is also excellent. If each student takes it upon himself
to pledge the amount that he feels his circumstances warrant, the
campaign will be successful.
We are :sere on campus now and realize the worth while project
that is being undertaken. When we pledge up for this building, we
can really say that we are pledging for two buildings. The Board of
Trustees have voted to turn our present Library building into a
Student Union as soon as the building is evacuated. It is an oppor-
tunity for the advancement of the whole institution that we are
having a chance to take part in. Don't miss your chance.
When the total standing of your efforts in the campaign is add-
ed up, it will be just as important to have the figures show 100%
participation as it will to have them show that we reached our goal.
Do your part as you feel able, but be sure and take advantage
of the opportunity to help in the growth of your University.
R. K.
 
Stuff
By University Snoops
Back again, folks—Hope you all
missed us last week—George Grant
did—He wants to see his name in
print again... Intramural didn't con-
tain as many surprises as usual—Too
many imports that we didn't know...
Congrals to Clary Gcnge and the
girl in Waterville...Also to Ed Bid-
lard and Charlotte Morrison. ..Bud
Hanley hung his ATO pin to Gertie
Tondreau—Robert Marshall married
last October—Sure kept it a sercet a
long time—Congratulations to you
both...
Was Wheaton glad to hear you were
elected King, Ken? ? ? You make the
best possible...Our congrats to Pepsy
Savage—We think we'll like being
ruled by these good choices ...Quot-
ing Hilda Rowe, "I've got a date with
a dream"—Don't get conceited, fel-
low—You don't know whom she
means...
Fine Birthday celebration that time
ClIMPUS had last week-end... We are
all justly proud of our Men's Glee
Club...Nice programs both Sunday
and Monday... What did happen to
Phi Gam's prize-winning statue...
Maxwell and Kenny seen together
again—Could it bet I P Eleanor Look
and the great bachelor Bill Rader
seen out around...Marion Champe-
nois and Men' Knight there Monday
evening to hear his father as toast-
master. ..Mimi Adasko's Eddie Was
here for the week-end...Wish Ruth
Li-lick would make up her mind.—
Skip Creamer's theme song, "Oh
Johnny, Oh"... So Ginny Rourke and
Buck Gond decided that they'd make
a go of it at last ...Our congratula-
tions,.. Lots of girls are glad that
the basketball season is over—especial-
ly Connie Philbrook ... Sure is nice
to see the senior lie-nien on campus
dating up the fresmen girls—or should
we say girl ...
By Catherine Ward
When two fathers decide the destiny
of their sons by vowing to fulfill in
them the dreams of their own youth,
the resulting story (My Son, My Son!
by Howard Spring) is fraught with
diama. As the two men sat in a
smoke-filled room one midnight con-
fiding their ambitions for the future
of their children, Dermot O.Riorden
cried, "I can still give something to
Ireland. All that I should have liked
to do can still be done. If I have a
son, it shall be done.... I shall never
be satisfied with the position of Ire-
land under the muddy feet of your
bloody country. My son shall not
be satisfied with it. He shall go to
Ireland, he shall learn to be an
man as I ant not...Now you 10‘,,
%%hat I want most passionately in this
world for my son."
I want to realize for my son," said
Essex, "all that I've missed
myself. I've been poor ... I've been
lonely and miserable and lacking in
all that children should have in a
decent world. If I have a son, I just
want him to have everything. I'll
work my fingers to the bone to give
him every damn thing he asks for,
and, seeing him enjoy it, enjoy myself
living my life over again, but differ-
ently."
The way in vshich fate anmered
those dreams makes for an absorbing
narrative. Oliver, W'illiam's son, de-
velops into a spoiled wastrel with a
set of false ideals, a determination to
take whatever he %%ants from life, and
an utter disregard for the feelings
and sacrifices of those who love him.
Rory, sent by his father to Ireland
to join in the struggle for Irish free-
dom. is doomed from the beginning
to be a martyr to a then almost hope-
less cause.
This story of developing and con-
flicting personalities unfolds against
a swiftly changing and expertly de-
picted background. We move through
the slums of Manchester, the excite-
ment of the London theatrical world,
the tranquil English countryside, the
armed strife of Ireland fighting for
her freedom.
The emotional power of the theme
of the fathers' love for their sons, the
rapid succession of brilliant pictures
combined into forceful dramatic unity,
the simplicity of style and the sweep-
ing, full-brushed strokes with which
the diaractcrs are drawn make the
resoling of this book a satisfying ex-
perience.
International Law
On Uncertain Ground,
Daggett Says
"International lawyers tread upon
dubious and uncertain ground," said
Mr. Daggett in a speech given to the
International Relations Club on Wed-
nesday, February 28. Mr. Daggett,
Bowdoin College professor, went on
t point out the existing difficulty in
the general consideration of interna-
tional law is that people are inclined
to dispose of the subject by putting it
on the horns of an uncomfortable di-
lemma—it either doesn't exist, or, if
it does exist, it doesn't matter.
The speaker then explained the fun-
damental basis of the fragile concept
of international law which is a con-
cept possessing a gradual recognition
of a validity of rules by which it grows
into binding customs. The entire idea
depends wholly upon consent, which is
reached only when the rules derived
therefrom satisfy international needs.
The main pitfall of international
law, Mr. Daggett said, exists in the
fact that every nation desires to com-
pletely control everything within its
limits. From this desire on the part
of the nations, war usually evolves,
and, after this development, persons
who are termed lawyers attempt to
accomplish things with international
law which its very nature forbids.
Such problems as are created by wars
refuse to yield to the incantations of
verbal formulas.
The second point established by the
speaker was the fact that the lawyers
refused to face the necessity of adapt-
ing their rules to the change in laws.
The very manner in which the inter-
national law comes into existence lim-
its the facilities in changing it, yet
the necessity for recognizing changes
in these conditions is vital, or else
the laws applied will not be fitting to
the situation involved.
The third obstacle which lawyers of
international rules must surmount is
that of ambiguity in expression. Fail-
ure to overcome the three problems
would lead to the defeat of law's own
purpose, just satisfaction to rights in-
volved. As an example of this am-
biguity, Mr. Daggett used the verbal
row between the United States and
England over postal correspondence.
One country refers its opponent to
Article Number One, while the oppo-
nent retaliates with reference to Arti-
cle Number Two. Both sides maintain
that their article demands substantia-
tion, while neutral observers maintain
that the Articles in questions nullify
one another.
In view of these conditions, Mr.
Daggett assented that it was not inter-
national law which was at fault but
the people who Constantly insist on
applying it for purposes to which it
it not adapted.
Following the speech, Charles
Peirce, president of the Club, an-
er .11,,en..1 float the next meeting would
CAMPUS CHATTER
By Mimi
Our humblest apologies to you, Dr.
Miles, and your little almanac. You
were right, and we were wrong. There
was snow for Intramural, and it cer-
tainly was swell of you. It is nice
being surprised. The ice statues were
what we liked especially. We bet Hit-
let would have liked to be where Phi
Gam's polar bear was. 011 yes, and
we liked everything about the Intra-
mural Ball—even the orchestra. We
were wondering if the gowns were
predicting some kind of a back-to-
nature trend.
Now we aren't in the habit of delv-
ing into politics or anything intellec-
tual like that—but this is just too
good to keep. Because we don't
want to offend anybody, we won't
mention any names, but there is a
certain young district attorney hailing
from New York City who is hoping
he will be drafted for the Republican
presidential candidacy. He spoke at
Portland a while back and the two-
inch headlines told us all about him,
"He is for Peace," they said without
the least touch of bashfulness. Me,
too, I'm for Happiness for everybody.
Now that the libe campaign has
started, we can really get excited over
the whole thing. It's a most worth-
while investment—especially for some
of us who might still be here when it's
completed. One can never tell.
We think that the Balentine gal
who is in love with one fellar, and
wakes up calling another's name, had
better watch out. We don't believe
in the twostep, and neither does her
sweetie.
Our pal tells us the story of one of
her friends (not us ). Of course we
don't really think it ever happened
to anyone she knows, but it's a good
joke anyway. An immense gigantic
Texan, dark, handsome, and six feet
four (our friend's friend) went to
Paris with his ten-gallon hat and
got a job (surely not my friend's
friend!) where a little tiny refilled
Frenchman, four-ten, light, and not-
so-hot, was also working. The
Frenchman was overcome with awe at
the massiveness and beauty of our
friend's friend's physique. Daily he
scrutinized the Texan and looked at
him so enviously that the latter could
stand it no longer and. self-conscious-
ly, stomped over and said, "Say.
13o—," The Frenchman was flattered
beyond words—but modest. "Oh, no,
monsieur, c'est magnifique."
Incidentally, isn't Ezekiel Holmes
HANDSOME? ?
Is. March 20, and the speaker would
hot Mrs. Veazie who will give an ii-
Itistrated lecture on Canadian-Ameri-
..:111 Relations.
11
Millions of times a day,
people the world over enjoy
a happy minute with ice-cold
Coca-Cola. They like its clean
taste and the after-sense of re-
freshment that follows. Thus
the pause that refreshes with
ice-cold Coca-Cola is Amer-
ica's favorite moment. 5'
\ Delicious asi
\\ Refreshing
THE PAUSE THAT REFR
Bottled coder eutbootr oil 1 he (..ocs•Cola Co. hf
THE COCA•COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC
IS Perkins St.. Bangor, Main*
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Varsity Basketball Team
Grabs Co-championship
In State Series Race
Crowley and Curtis
Help Team Along
In Final Drive
By Lynwood Day
Co-champs of Maine and on the
bottom rung of the New England
Conference ladder reads the final
entry in the record book of the
Maine varsity basketball season.
That entry can only suggest the off-
and-on character of the lads in blue
this year. It was one of those teams
which are almost unbeatable when
they find themselves, but it did not
find itself often enough.
The varsity defeated Bates twice,
split even with Colby, and lost twice
to Rhode Island, New Hampshire,
Connecticut, and Northeastern. Yet
the Maine squad, hampered by green
players, lack of initial practice, and
eligibility rulings, never had a chance
to put its capabilities on display until
the second half of the season. It then
showed real ability.
Maine, despite a shortage of vete-
rans, necessitating the use of sopho-
mores in the forward and center spots,
managed to outshoot Bates to com-
mence its season with a victory.
The road trip followed, with disas-
trous results. Meeting the three
strongest teams in the league on their
home courts, Maine dropped three in
a row to the systematized attacks of
Rhode Island, Connecticut, and North-
eastern.
Shaken by the pressure, the varsity
went into a slump which saw it lose
to a strong Colby team at Waterville,
then, at home, to a "hot" Northeastern
team and a smooth New Hampshire
squad, closing the first half of the
schedule.
As the smoke of the mid-year ex-
aminations cleared away, the varsity
returned to the court in better physi-
cal and mental condition. Aided by
the addition of Nat Crowley, the team
began to click.
Connecticut got the surprise of its
life when Maine extended it to the
limit only to lose in two overtime
periods by a close margin.
Then, in the best played game of
the season, Maine won a sensational
victory from a Colby squad that was
itself at its season's peak, and jour-
neyed to Lewiston, where the Bears
thundered on over a good, but not
good enough, Bates squad to clinch a
state title tie.
In a home court finale. Maine laid
its cards on the table and traded point
for point with Rhode Island for half
a game, then wilted before the sys-
tem, training, and experience of the
Keaney men to end up quite a bit on
the short end.
Completing the season, the varsity
journeyed to New Hampshire; but
silenced that it had not yet recovered
1 The Amazon I
Bs Coe  Comstock
Results of the women's intramural
competition in the Winter Carnival
have just been reported by Martha
Hutchins, Winter Sports Manager.
The Seniors won first place with 13
points, followed by the Sophomores
with 11 points. The Freshmen scored
5 points, and the Juniors were lowest
with 4 points. Places in the snow-
shoe meet were won by these girls in
the following order: Marjorie Deer-
ing, Josephine Blake, Alma Hansen,
and Agnes Walsh. Placers in the ski-
ing events were Maxine Robertson,
Virginia May, Shirley Ashman, and
Gwendolyn Weymouth.
More gatnes in the tournament were
played this week. Tuesday, February
20, the Senior and Junior B teams
were tied, 14-14. The following Fri-
day the Sophomore and Senior B like-
wise tied, 13-13. On Monday the
Freshmen defeated the champion Ju-
niors by one point.
Miss Rogers, Anna Verrill, Anna
Simpson, Skip Creamer, and Frances
Donovan spoke favorably of the ski-
ing at Nasson. A good part of their
trip was spent on the slopes at Bonney
Beg.
Miss Lengyel attended the Posture
and Body Mechanics Clinic at Pem-
broke College. Providence, Rhode Is-
land, from February 22 to 24.
A. B. Munger, of the Production
Credit Corporation of Springfield,
Mass., addressed a group of College
of Agriculture students and extension
workers on the campus Saturday
morning. February 24. His talk per-
tained to the work of his corporation.
There will be an Episcopal Com-
munion all 9:00 a.m. on Sunday,
March 3. in the M.C.A.
Father Gordon Gillett will officiate.
Following the service, breakfast will
be served.
Everybody is welcome.
from the Rhode Island game two days
earlier, and lost in a lackadaisical man-
ner.
The outlook for next season is
bright, however. Besides the fine play ,
of seniors Curtis and Wilson. good
games were turned in by Leger, Crow-
ley, Downes, and Small, sophomores,
and Tracy and Arbor, juniors. One
of the strongest freshman teams ever !
on the court here will be sure to bol- I
ster the varsity squad. There has also
been valuable experience gained
through the season by the reserve
players.
I
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'OUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN BITS
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Feb. 29-Mar. 1-2
Thurs., Fri., Sot.
John Steinbeck's novel
"OF MICE AND MEN"
DPW a sensational screen hit
Burgess Meredith, Betty Field
Lou Chaney, Jr.
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David Niven
Olivia DeHavilland
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"THE LIGHT THAT
FAILED"
Ronald Colman, Ida Lupino
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J. Edgar Hoover's great novel
William Henry, Virginia Dale
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Sportlight
Wed.. Thurs.. March 6.7
"THE INVISIBLE MAN
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Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Nan Grey
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The Bowdoin-Bates dispute has apparently died down almost as rapidly ;
as it started. Thank the lucky stars that cool-headed investigation of forgedl
letters and other trouble makers solved a mighty serious problem. Our point'
in this discussion is, however, not to muddle into foreign affairs, but to point
out what we believe is a fault in the Maine A.A.U. system. A Bates' ,
student was involved in what the A.A.U. termed as a non-amateur activity,'
and cannot participate in anything that requires A.A.U. standing. Track is
one of those sports. It just so happened that Bowdoin and Bates were sup- :
posed to meet in track, and the officials who judged the Bates' student were
Coaches Magee and Miller, coaches of track and swimming, respectively, at
Bowdoin. On top of that, the student involved is the son of the Bates' track I
coach.
We are not attempting to judge the involved student guilty or not guilty,
but we do believe that there is no doubt that the A.A.U. officials acted for
what they believed to be in the best interest of the organization they represent,
having no thoughts of Bowdoin vs. Bates in mind. Nevertheless, the fact
that the judges are of a rival institution was enough for the more rash and
school-spirited Bates' student to complain about, and there is still sonic feel-
ing there. This seems only natural. Let's put ourselves in their places.
Supposing one of our star runners was suddenly declared ineligible to
compete in track and lie was judged by members of a rival institution with
whom our trackmen were to meet. No matter how fair the judgment would:
be, there would still be plenty of condemnation and criticism a Is Joe Jacobs:
"We wuz robbed." Rumors would gain momentum and then trouble would
be in the offing.
To get down to bear facts and to the point of our discussion, we believe
that in fairness to all and so that there cannot be any chance for condemnation
when a member of some college athletic team commits an alleged offense,
that he should not be judged by Miller and Magee, of Bowdoin, despite their '
complete understanding of sports and athletes, but by unbiased satisfactory
neutrals of known repute in regard to athletics. By so doing there will be
no opportunity for Bowdoin "A.A.U." as it has been termed. The Thompson
case is just a sample of what can happen, and, who knows, "It can happen
here."
The freshntan 1000 yard run was going on and Phil Hamm was leading
the pack. "Caine on, Phil, come on, Phil," shouted one of the spectators,
and then he turned around, proudly mentioning that the leader was his
brother and that he'd never had on a track suit before this year. Young
Hatnnt was doing quite well up until the last lap, when the straits of a last
mile race shortly before began to tell. With his brother practically shaking
the rafters, Phil unwillingly gave up his lead to Estabrooke. "Go, Phil, go,"
cried the most excited spectator in the stands, as Hamm and Estabrooke were
raging a fierce home stretch fight. .1$ Estabrooke dashed across the finish
line the winner, our friend turned around and said sadly, "Too bad." "But
anyhow," he suddenly beamed, "Estabrooke is my cousin. It's all in the
family."
Things 'n stuff ...A Bear Hug to all those record creators. That was
a swell meet to watch... The thing that probably led most to the defeat of
the varsity basketball team last Saturday, said many, was not the N. H. bas-
ketball team but the journey to Durham that started at six in the morning
the day of the game and the game was played in the afternoon... The Bowdoin-
Maine football game will look like it is being replayed again at the IC4A
championships in N. Y. this week-end. Perkins, of Bowdoin, and Maine's
hammer throwing twins, Bennett and Johnson, will meet in the 35 pound
weight throw. Don't be too surprised if the world's mark is broken...The
Bates-Maine track meet will probably be a close one... ‘Ve like Dick Marti-
nez as a runner, but we admire him especially because of his interest in the
welfare of his class. Last Saturday as we were announcing the Smith vs.
Creamer half mile run, Martinez came running over to us almost as fast
as his final drive in the mile. We had been pronouncing Creamer, "Creemer."
"I'm sorry to bother you," he said, "but it isn't pronounced 'Creemer' (as
we had been doing all along), it's 'Cramer'."
Ski Team Takes Sixth
At Norwich I.S.O. Meet
Despite a disastrous first day, the
varsity ski team placed sixth in the
IS U. meet last week-end. This
meet contained the finest ski teams
the U. S. and Canada.
At the end of the first day of slalom
and downhill events, the Maine men
were in ninth place. The follow-
ing day, however, the Blue found
things more to their liking and stayed
among the leaders in the scoring race.
The deficit the first day was too
much, and the team ended up in sixth
place with a score of428.3. only four-
Candidates for HOVEY ME-
M OR IA L SCHOLARSHIPS,
which are available only to
SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS,
and SENIORS in the College
of Technology who are on the
Dean's List at this time, are re-
quested to REGISTER at Dean
Cloke's office by THURSDAY,
MARCH 21, at the latest.
tenths of a point away from fifth
place. The Maine team as a whole
did well, with John Bower claimed as
one of the stars of the meet.
EYES OVER
THE CAMPUS
Carriers "eyes" are blinking on the nations campuses to record
every ectivity and event of interest and importance to you.
Each blink means another graphic picture of college life—
Ind th• best of these thousands of photos are brought to
you in our Collegiate Digest picture section.
frekccurately and graphically explained with write-ups that
hell the complete story behind each picture, Collegiate
Digest's photos give you a true record of campus life today.
Follow this college picture parade regularly is
1..%11111.S
Send your pictures of life and activities on our
cornpus to Collegiate Digest Section, 393 Fowles
Bldg , Minneapolis. Minn All photos used are
oeld for at regulat editorial rates.
Track Men Compete At Bates
Saturday; Bennett, Johnson
Go To New York IC4A Meet
Blue Favored
Garnet Strong
In 300, 600
By Dave Astor Many Records
Go As Plebes
Defeat Colby
The Maine frosh once again went
rampant and buried the Colby frosh,
79-28, last Saturday night. During
the course of the meet, four college and
six meet records were broken, proving
the power of the yearlings.
Leonard, the bespectacled dashnian,
made a new frosh record and tied the
meet record with a 58-10 fifty yard
dash. :Martinez came home first in the
mile, followed by Moody and Hamm,
for a new meet and frosh record of
430. The 600 yard run was likewise
the recipient of a new meet and fresh-
man record, when Stewart cut the
time down to 1:16. Radley in the 300
yard dash set a new record of 33 5/10,
and Don Smith of the varsity and
Creamer both made new college and
frosh records respectively with Smith
:covering the half mile distance in
1:55 6/10. Creamer covered the same
distance, following Smith in, with
2:00 5/10.
Brady in the high jump and broad
jump; Weisman, winner of both discus
and shot put; Hadlock in the high
hurdles and broad jump; Hamm in
the mile and 1000; and Estabrooke,
winner of the 1000 yard run, all did
their share in piling up those Maine
points.
The record speaks more convincing-
ly than the typewritten word of the
quality of the frosh track men. They
have a strongly balanced organization.
Bates Frosh
Expected To
Bow To Maine
The Maine frosh, fresh from an
overpowering victory against the Col-
:by frosh, move on to Lewiston this
Saturday for their meet with Bates.
The freshmen are expected to show the
same superb type of performance that
they have displayed in past meets.
, aine's opposition will probably
come in the 300 yard dash and also its
the mile and 1000 yard runs. Lyiord
and McLaughlin are the capable Bates'
men in these running events; Maine
has, however, Martinez, Moody, and
Creamer, all record holders, to run
the longer distances, and Leonard,
Stewart, and Sinkinson for the dashes.
Hadlock and Goodchild will un-
NOTICE doubtedly sweep the hurdling events,
with Weisman, who took his weight
events against Colby, repeating against
Bates. All these men have shown im-
provement and so they will give the
Bobcats some tough opposition.
Rifle Men Snatch Win
Over Bowdoin Team
Maine riflemen overcame the visit-
ing Bowdoin sharpshooters by 100
points in a shoulder-to-shoulder meet
here last Saturday.
Individual scores for Maine—Mc-
Cain, 184; Peavey, 174; Dow, 174;
Day, Mc., 173; Galentine, 173. Total.
878 (out of 1000).
Individual scores for Bowdoin—
Lovell, 164; Brown, 163; Wincliell,
154; Robinson, 154: Ringer, 143.
Total. 778 (out of 1000).
Another triumph of the week oc-
cured in the results of a postal match
with the University of Oregon. Maine
Won over the 1939 national champions
with a score of 3,694 to 3,626.
• 
The University of Kentucky archae-
ological museum contains 2,100 Indian
skeletons. (A C.P.)
The 1 ink. are ''''' coming.
Higgins Only
Team To Mar
Frosh Record
Although the freshman basketball
team lost their final game to Higgins
last Saturday, 49-48, they showed
everyone what a hard fighting team is
like. Up to the list minute the Frosh
fought to overcome a disastrous first
quarter, but at the very close of the
game, the Higgins team stole their
short-lived lead with a long, winning
basket.
During the entire run of the sea-
son, Coach Sezak used the unit sys-
t+m of sending in teams, not individual
men. This system proved effective
because with two equal teams it was
easier to play a fast game and still
have a fresh team. The freshmen took
over most of the opposing teams in
their stride and disposed of the first
twelve with methodical ease.
Quint, Wright, Ward, Hussey, and
McKeen were the usual components
of the "A" team. Adler, Nickerson,
Sawyer, Pratt, Weinstein, and Pinan-
sky were used both as members of the
"B" team as well as the "A." Chet
Savasuk, one of the best men on the
floor, was unfortunately lost at mid-
season.
There was always on reserve a
capable third team. This team was
composed of Fogler, Adams, Geneva,
Hamblen, and Holter; although they
saw little action and acquired the
nickname of "Minute Men," because
they invariably went in at the last few
minutes. They were well drilled in
the basketball principles that made the
other two teams successful.
The opposition became harder each
time, and though the frosh won more
easily over some of the teams, it was
not because our visitors weren't good.
New Hampshire Scores
Over Maine Team 44-37,
Showing a psychological and physi-
cal let-down from the Rhode Island
game, the Maine varsity basketball Herb Johnson broke the meet and
team lost to New Hampshire at Dur- college records for the discus when
ham Saturday afternoon, 44-37. he hurled it 142 feet 3ltt inches. The
The first half saw Maine, bothered same was accomplished by Don Smith
by the livelier white basketball, miss si hen he ran a special half mile race
shot after shot as it worked in time to set 1.55.i. His opponent in the
and again for scoring opportunities, race was John Creamer who set the
or stood at the foul lie. The Granite- frosh record at 2.0014. Bob Bennett
State players, scoring regularly, built hurled the 35-pound weight 57 feet 2
up their lead step by step, and at half inches to set a new meet and college
time were out in front, .30-13. record.
The second half saw Maine shake Johnny Daggett set the meet record
itself from its lethargy and begin to for the 50-yard dash at 5.7 seconds.
cash in on its chances. Arbor, who The other two first places that helped
had gone scoreless during the first him grab the high score position were
half, dro rley e 1 isnen rii, 
several 
g points;htral  
times;
Leger the broad jump of 21 feet 2 inchesam C
and the pole vault of 12 feet DA inches.
and the Maine team began to shift The summary:
into high gear. It was too late, ho',','. Discus throw--Won by H. Johnson
ever, and the lead was too much. The (M); second, Bennett (M); third, S.
gun ended the Maine rush before it Johnson (M). Distance, 142 feet 3l.'s
had evened the score. inches (New meet and college record).
Outstanding for Maine were Arbor, 35-pound weight—Won by Bennett
who led the second half rally; Crow. (M); second, S. Johnson (M); third,
Icy. who aided him; and Wilson, who &Tata (M). Distance, 57 feet 2
turned in a good job on defense. inches (New inert and college record).
A University asseinbly will be held High jump—Wog by Peters (C) ;
second. Dexter (M); third, Sedoro-March 4 at 9:30 at Memorial Gymna-
This Saturday the Maine varsity
track team goes to Lewiston to com-
pete against Bates. This is the first
and only time in the indoor season that
the varsity meets competition away
from home.
Coach Jenkins reserves comment on
this meet, which is pretty evenly
matched, although Maine seems to be
slightly more capable of taking the
honors.
Although Bob Bennett and Stan
Johnson are going to New York for
the IC4A meet, they made their
throws Wednesday and these will be
counted in the Bates meet. Maine has
a third good man, however, in Scrota,
who, with Bennett and Johnson, will
gather his share of points. In the high
jump Bates has Webster, who is
matched by Dexter of Maine. Against
Sigsby and Russell in the shot put and
discus, Maine has its two national
champions.
In the running events, Maine has
Don Smith who, right here and now,
is given the 1000 yard run and the
mile. Ehrlenbach will run in the 600
and Ingraham in his usual two mile
run. Maine still is weak in the dashes
but there is strength in the other de-
partments. Others in the remaining
events will probably decide this meet
where points will be valuable and hard
to get.
Bears Down
Colby In Dual
Track Meet
Breaking three college and four
meet records, the Maine and Colby
track teams battled it out in a dual
meet last Saturday to a final score
of 75 to 42, the Mule trying unsuc-
cessfully to overcome the Bear's ad-
vantage won in the weight events.
Johnny Daggett, of Colby, was high
point man.
vic_h (C). Distance, 5 feet 10'4sium. Norman II. (Spike) Mayo,
of the class of 1909, will be one of the inches.
45-yard hurdles—guest by Gilmanstreakers. Mr. Mayo received
(M); second, Burnhatn (C) ; third,
a B.S. in civil engineering and is now
general manager of Fro Joy ice cream Anderson (C). Time, 6,4 seconds.
50-yard dash—Won by Daggett
(C) ; second. Phillips (M); third,
Mifield (C). Time, 5.7 seconds (New
meet record.)
Broad jump—Won by Daggett
dent speakers ern the program. Charles (C); second. Butler (M): third.
A. Peirce will preside. Burnham (C). Distance, 21 feet 2
The R.O.T.C. band will be present inch".
at the assembly and will play several Shotput—Won by Bennett (M);
popular numbers. secolid, Libidnik (C); third, Kelin
(t). Distance, 39 feet 8!.i inches.
Pole vault—Won by Daggett (C)
second, Rich (M); third, Weaver
(M). Height, 12 feet 23% inches.
Mile—Won by Dequine (M ) I sec-
ond. Card (C) ; third, Clough (M).
Time, 4.144
600- yard run—Won by II. Ehrlen-
hach (M); second, A. Warren (C)
third, Kelso (Ml. Time, 1.17.
Two-mile—Won by Ingraham
(M); second, Eaton (C); third, Card
(C). Time, 10.32!i seconds.
1000-yard run—Won by Gordon
(M); second. IttcCrey (C) : third, H.
Ehrlenbach (M). Time, 2.22,H.
300-yard dash—Won by Phillips
(Ml ; second Atwood (Ml; third,
Warren (C). Time, 33.
Special half mile—Won by Smith
(1.553/4); (new college record) ; sec-
ond, Creamer (2.00,4); (new fresh-
man record).
in Maine. The other guest speaker
on the program is that prominent
alumnus of the class of 1939, former
mayor Fred Patterson. Betty Kruse
and Harold Gerrish will be the stu-
SENIORS TAKE NOTICE
One of the oldest and strongest financial institutions in the United
States has an opening in its sales force in Bangor or vicinity.
We are looking for a young man whose personality. capacity, and
ambition fits him for sales and executive work. If you have confidence
in yourself and would like to hear our story, get in touch with us.
You would immediately receive very thorough training in our
attempt to develop you to where you would leave si 11.sil and graduate
into buijpess with your background and earning ability firmly estab-
lished.
Address inquiries for appointment to
Maxwell Rapaport
59 Coe Block Bangor. Maine
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Chesterfield's
Twin Pleasures are
_Rea/Mk/ma
aid
_Beier 1thle
so
You can't mistake the
extra pleasure you get
from Chesterfields.
Because of their right
combination of the world's
best cigarette tobaccos,
Chesterfields give you a
cooler, better-tasting and
definitely milder smoke.
You can't buy a better cigarette
dad ma ad
cAleasiv,
Wises tie 
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The Cooler: .7 Better-Tasting
DEFINITELY MILDER Cigarette
Copyright tsiso, Liggarr & 14141l, TOBACCO CO.
LIBRARY DRIVE
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Kenneth Blaisdell, Leon Ladd, Harold
Garfinkle, John Carlisle, Edward Pot-
ter. James Hunter, Helengrace Lan-
caster, Elnora Savage, Jane Holmes,
Mary Ellen Buck, Virginia Jewett,
and Anna Verrill.
AR Students Share
The organization of the campaign
so set up that all students will be
reached. Nine divisions have been
organized to make this possible.
The organization follows along these
lines:
Division I Girls' Dormitories
Anna Verrill, General
with the following captains
Team No.
1 Balentine Hall Gertrude Tondreau
2 Balentine Hall Gloria hliniutti
1 Colvin Hall Virginia Jewett
4 The Maples Frances Donovan
5 The Elms Eleanor Ward
6 South Hall Lorraine Rowell
7 North Hall Mary Hempstead
Division II Boys' Dormitories
John Maines, General
Team No.
8 No. H. N. H. Richard Martinez
9 Center H. H. H.
Charles Gildersleeve
10 So. H. H. H. John Everett
fl East Oak Hall Charles Pfeiffer
12 Center Oak Hall Talbot Crane
13 West Oak Hall John Cullinan
14 Other Campus Malcolm Loring
Division III Fraternities
Richard Morton, General
15 Alpha Gamma Rho Edv.in Potter
16 Alpha Tau Omega
Norman Whitney
17 Beta Theta Pi
Robert Samuelson
18 Delta Tau Delta 'Walter Gosline
19 Kappa Sigma Norman Fay
20 Lambda Chi Alpha
Brooks Brown
21 Phi Eta Kappa Ken Burr
22 Phi Gamma Delta William West
23 Phi Kappa Sigma Steve Gross
24 Phi Mu Delta Malcolm Roberts
25 Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Charles Hall
26 Sigma Chi Stanley Holland
27 Sigma Nu Leon Ladd
28 Tau Epsilon Phi Meredith Donis
29 Theta Chi James Spaulding
Division IV North of Campus
Joseph Harrington, General
Tenn No.
30 "395" Guy T. Susi
31 North of Campus Olin Lutes, Jr.
Division V Old Town
Helengrace Lancaster, General
Team No.
32 Old Town, Girls Florence Cousins
33 Old Town. Boys Harry Wooster
Division VI Webster Boys
Robyn Robertson, General
Team No.
.14 University Cabins Robert Whicher
35 Grove St.
36 North Main St.
37 College Ave.
Division VII Orono Boys
Walter Hanky, General
Team No.
38 East of Main St. Dan Caouette
39 West of Main St. Don Griffee
40 Mahi St. Mitchell St. Lawrence
Division VIII Orono Girls
Mary Ellen Buck. General
Team No.
41 Orono Girls Mary Cowin
42 Webster Girls Emily Blake
43 North Campus Eva Clark
Division IX Bangor Boys
EAwin Young, General
Team No.
44 Harold Ilam
45 Clifford West, Jr.
46 Donald Beaton
Division X Bangor Girls
Elnora Savage, General
Team No.
47 Pauline Jellison
48 Rita Johnson
Division XI Brewer
Robert Goodwin. General
Team No.
49 Alma Fifield
150 Gordon Carter
50C I ET Y
The Off-Campus Women's Organi-
zation held a Leap Year Dance Sat-
urday evening at the M.C.A. building
with about forty-five couples in at-
tendance.
Chaperons for the affair were Capt.
and Mrs. George Loupret, Mrs. Alice
I Oakes, and Miss Beth Pendleton.
Among those present were: Ruth
Leavitt, James McNulty; Phyllis
Knapp, Everett Kimball; Ada Towle,
Robert Holmes; Mary Lovely, James
Stevens; Muriel Wight, William
Hall; Janet Bartlett, Thomas Easton;
Virginia Conant, Erwin Higgins; Em-
ily Rand. Francis Gallant; Carolyn
Rogers. Orris Hewett; Jane Demp-
sey, William Rogers; Virginia Has-
tings, Durant Bowers; Harriet Perro,
Richard Norton; Lucy Mansfield,
Vincent Witney.
Irene Whitman. George Darveau;
Edith Huntley, Howard Merrill; Pa-
tricia Ramsdell, Gerald Jellison; Le-
ona Runion, Robert Jackson; Cresson
Epling, James Cooper; Lucille Mad-
docks, Leslie Murrin; Lucile Hall,
Robert Goodwin; Mary Cowin, Lau-
rence Leavitt; Norma McNeil, Leslie
Dow; Josephine Blake. Stanley Frost;
Priscilla Brown, Stanley Gates; Mary
Hempstead, Harold LaCroix; Amy
Woods, Stanley Tebbets.
Florence Cousins, Clifford Stevens;
Charlotte Nickerson. Carleton Her-
rick; Alice Heald, hlalcolm Peckham;
Eileen Flanagan, Thomas McCarthy;
Dorrice Dow, Newell MacGregor;
June Webster, Ralph Elwell; Barbara
Theriault. Albert Blackey : Virginia
Stevens, James Fletcher; Marion Lib-
by, John Theriault; Evelyn Woods.
Paul Gorham; Audrey Koehler. Nor-
man Peacock; Elene Gleason, Homer
Woodward; Alma Fifield. James Wig-
gen ; Anna Cahill. Roy Lardner.
ANNIVERSARY
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to the campus program by radio and
themselves celebrating the occasion.
These meetings included, in addition
to Penobscot Alumni and Alumnae.
and Old Town Alumni, meeting at the
campus, the following associations:
Northern Aroostook, The Maine Club
(Androscoggin County), Portland
Alumni and Alumnae, Hancock Coun-
ty, Merrymeeting Bay, York County,
Western Massachusetts, Northeastern
New York, New York Alumni and
Alumnae, Western New York, Phila-
delphia, Lehigh Valley. Washington,
D. C., Ohio, and Illinois. During the
program Monday evening, congratu-
latory telegrams were received from
many associations and individuals.
from as far away as Texas where the
radio reception was excellent.
Supplementing the list of speakers
was an effective dramatic sketch.
"The Founding of the University,"
presented by a student cast under the
direction of Delwin B. Dusenbury,
vocal selections by the Men's Glee
Club, led by Albion P. Beverage, and
music by the University Band.
NOTABLES SPEAK
(Continued from Page One)
Sills of Bowdoin College, Dean Er-
nest Cummings Marriner of Colby
College, and President Clifton Dag-
gett Gray of Bates College brought
greetings and best wishes from the
Maine colleges. and President Fred
Englehardt of the University of New
Hampshire represented the New Eng-
land Land-Grant Institutions.
Sorority Pledging Held
Today and Tomorrow
Sorority pledging for undergraduate
women will be held Thursday and Fri-
lay of this week at the Faculty Room
in South Stevens.
All candidates must have at least
two point in rank for the past semester
to be eligible.
Alpha Tau Omega held its mid-
winter House Party last Friday night.
Music was furnished by Watie Akins
and his orchestra. The chaperons
were: Mrs. Ida Sturtevant, Major
and Mrs. H. L. Henkle, and Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Bennett.
Those present were: Charles Par-
sons, Pauline Allen; Russell Crockett,
Mary Ervin; Carlton Brackett, Made-
lene Banton; Homer Woodward,
Elene Gleason; Stanley Phillips, Bar-
bara Gowen; Bernard Colpitts, Violet
Hamilton; Edward Cook, Barbara
Savage; Harold Gerrish, Helen
Wormwood; Paul Billings, Cortna
Kingsley; Dana Nye, Carol Fasset
Harold Rhinelander, Eleanor Ward;
George Murray, Eleanor Look; Har-
low Adkins, Elizabeth Smart; John
Dequine, Arlene Harriman.
Walter Hanley, Gertrude Tondreau;
Kempton Adams, Madelene Smart;
Edward Bullard, Charlotte Morrison;
Alex Hardy, Gloria hfiniutti; Mr. and
Mrs. Walton; Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Higgins: Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wood-
bury; Mitchell St. Lawrence, Barbara
Barrett; Emil Hawes, Kathleen Du-
plisse; Duncan Jewell, Frances Saw-
yer; Douglas Carr, Beulah Lewis;
Robert Burleigh, Grace Vorphal;
Hartley Banton, Mary Chapman;
James Talbot, Dorothy Bell; Francis
Wheeler, Mary Austin; Herbert Far-
rar, Marion Tufts; Ernest Chad-
bourne. Ada Saltzman; F. O'Neil
Robertson, Joyce Ramsey; George
Cunningham. Marion Fairchild; Fred-
erick Burpee, Mary Casey.
THE PHI MU DELTA PSALM
Girls are my ideals—I do not want.
They make me to wander far and
burn up much gas.
They leadeth me to destruction;
they ruineth that part of my mental
balance which my profs have left me.
Yea, though I am with them all the
time I still fear evil; jpr they are all
about me. Their lips cause me great
discomfort.
They provoke a temptation before
me in the presence of my associates
with their dazzling display of silk-clad
limbs and bare expanses.
They reduceth my standards far be-
low the dean's list; my pocketbook
drieth up.
Surely no goodness can come from
such sources, so I will ever dwell as
a bachelor to the end of my days—even
tho I love them.
Unemployment Subject
Of All-College Forum
Representatives from each of the
four Maine colleges will discuss the
subject "Unemployment as It Affects
the Farmer, the Laborer, the Govern-
ment, and Industry" at an All-College
Forum in the Little Theatre, March
I. at 7.45 p.m.
Bryant C. Bean will represent
Maine and will discuss "Unemploy-
ment from the Farmers' Viewpoint."
The program will be broadcast over
W LBZ.
Mrs. Dusenbury Speaks
On Etiquette, March 5
Mrs. Delwin Dusenbury will speak
at the next meeting of the newly-
formed mai-credit etiquette course
Tuesday. March 5, at 4:15 in 28 II a
South Stevens.
Mrs. Dusenbury's subject will lie
"Invitations and Acceptances." All
Women students are invited.
A University of Chicago scienth-t
has invented a matrimony meter to
measure the probability of a happy
marriage for anv couple. (AA' p.)
The Yanks are not coming.
"To think I gave lIarold that Arrow Tic!"
It seems everybody likes the looks of Arrow Tics!
That's because the patterns are selected by Arrow's
Style Scouts. Arrow's fine fabrics arc tailored to
tie into perfect knots. Arrow Tics arc wrinkle-
resistant. Come in today and take your pick of
Arrow's latest masterpieces.
$1 and $1.50
VIRGIE'S
UNIVERSITY STORE
ORONO
Students to Interview
President Hauck Sunday
The University Radio Guild has
been doing itself pretty proud this
Spring Semester. The programs un-
der the skilled supervision of Delwin
Dusenbury have been turning out bet-
ter and better broadcasts. All per-
sons connected with the radio pro-
grams and with the Radio Guild have
a good right to give themselves a
good pat on the back.
Last Sunday night Dr. Carl Larsen
and his newly organized string quar-
tet presented a half hour of classic
masterpieces.
This Sunday night President Hauck
will make his first appearance on
the Sunday night programs. This
week's program is, incidentally, the
thirty-seventh Sunday night program.
President Hauck will be interviewed
by Rachel Kent, who with Virginia
Pease are supervisors of the program.
The rest of the broadcast will be a
drama concerning the Library. It is
an original script.
The Radio Committee of the Maine
Campus have been doing very good
work with their Thursday night
broadcasts of news and interviews. It
is too bad that they can't hear some
of the broadcasts that were first given
by the Maine Campus. The broadcasts
have come a long way.
On April 17, 1940, the National
Farm and Home Hour will present
oaf Nbroadcast from 12.30 to 1.15 over
the NBC Blue net work from the U.
The Founders' Day broadcast on
Monday night at 8.00 was, according
t- most listeners, very good. Of course
everyone to his own opinion, some
others didn't think it too good. There
are always two schools of thought on
everything. Credit goes to Bill Dow,
Elton Carter, Paul Morin, Russ Wool-
ley, Clark Thurston, Carl Duncan,
Quenton Crandall, John Cullinan, Bill
Irvine, Fred Libby, Robert Lovejoy,
John Jordan.
A card with a picture of the library
on it when first built was sent in by
Fred G. Davis, of Augusta, with the
following message, "An orchid to the
players for the "Lincoln" performance
Sunday night It was splendid. Keep
up the good work Use as much 'All-
Maine' talent as possible. You have
made a great advance in quality since
the first broadcasts."
You are invited to see the
GREETING CARDS
at
PARK'S HARDWARE  1 VARIETY
ORONO
Cards for all occasions are
to be had there:
Birthday Cards—Invitations
Gift Cards—Travel Cards
Congratulation Cards
Sympathy and
Anniversary Cards
• •
• •
"Dour- cordially ins ites
you to visit the
FIRST NATIONAL STORES
ill Orono
Campus Calendar
Friday
2:30 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
Saturday
8:00 P.M.
Marcia 1
Ski School
Pledging for upperclass
women
Elms Informal
March 2
Penny Carnival
Alumni Gym
Sunday March 3
4:15 P.M. Vespers Little Theatre
6:30 P.M. Dinner for all workers
for Library Campaign
Monday March 4
9:30 A.M. General Student Assem-
bly Memorial Gym
12:00 M Student Library
Campaign begins
Tuesday Mardi 5
2:30 P.M. Ski School
4:15 P.M. Mrs. Dusenbury to speak
at Etiquette Course
28 South Stevens
GREEN SPEAKS
(Continued from Page One)
his making a potential enemy of a re-
jected applicant. The orders must be
taken from the files and filled com-
pletely. Spot placements are pro-
hibited. The policy of the agency is
to "pick the best man for the job re-
gardless of whether he is a claimant
or not." The employer wishes to be
told frankly if the worker can meet
exact requirements. This prevents
friction which would otherwise result
if the job were misrepresented.
Faculty and Student
Delegates in St. Louis
Dean Olin S. Lutes and Dr. Ava
Chadbourne, of the School of Educa-
tion, are in St. Louis, Mo., this week
attending the National Education As-
sociation meetings.
Hope Jackman, '40, is representing
the University of Maine chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi, honorary education
society, at this meeting in St. Louis.
This year is the 100th anniversary
year of the founding of the first U. S.
dental college in Baltimore, Mary-
land. (A.C.P.)
We are at your Service
A safe place to economise
When you think of food
think of Myers Grocery
Phone 225-403
1 All nationally advertised
pen and pencil sets, watches
and electric shavers are
sold here
Round's Jewelry Store
•
2 FILMS gist
DEVELOPED /
FINE GRAIN • LARGE PRINTS
LaN• ftoonrot 41 toch Regular sntOchoFt
)(each 5,7 ttklonotme•ts 101 oath
COMPLETE PRICE LIST FREE ON REQUEST
INTERSTATE PHOTO SERVICE
NOTICE
The 1941 PRISM has already gone to press, with
a new and bigger book than ever before—full of in-
formals.
If you have not ordered a PRISM yet, do so before
March 15, the closing date.
Order from salesmen in bookstore. Mr. Pierce at
Treasurer's office, or Larry Kelley, Phi Mu Delta house.
ORDER NOW!
MANY FORMER SMOKERS OF
EXPENSIVE PIPES NOW PREFER
.74.44.R MEDICO
rtN1 Y filter combining  6 6 baffle
ik,_/ inter iT7rand cellophane exte-
kerps nicotine. Jukes, flakes
out of mouth.
No breaking in.
No tongue bits.
Bresks4up hot
smoke, hence
mild, healthy
MEDICO FILTERED SMOKING.
FINENT
NOW/
GAN BLit 01.111111 SlITS II
FOR NEOIC• 01115
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